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Introduction
The be.SDx solution allows you to deploy, manage and monitor
customer data networks using the cloud. With be.SDx, you first lay
out the whole customer’s infrastructure (including subsidiaries) and
then connect devices on-site. If you want to change something after
the initial configuration of the devices has been completed,
transmitting a new configuration to all locations, or only those
selected, is a couple of clicks away.
The be.SDx multi-client system ensures that those logged into the
system can view and (when necessary) change any relevant data.
The following roles are provided:
The Administrator can perform all actions allowed by the system. In
addition, by way of example, Users can be set up to look after certain
customers and manage and modify their data (where necessary).
Furthermore, read only access can be granted. This makes viewing
and monitoring certain data records possible but bans any
modifications.
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Logging on to the be.SDx platform
1. Click on the link you received by e-mail
(https://portal.besdx.com). The be.SDx Login window opens in
your standard browser.
2. Enter your e-mail address and password. Click on Login.

The Home page opens.
If you have already entered your password during a previous login
but have forgotten it, you can reset it by clicking on Forgot your
password? You will need to enter your e-mail address and click on
Reset Password.

Logging on to the be.SDx platform
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Start page
Note:
All be.SDx features are described below. However, not all functions
are accessible to all users for editing (making and saving changes),
since access is permission-dependent. If you lack permissions to
carry out your daily work, please contact your system administrator.
On the start page, the My customers summary table shows all
customers managed by the current user. You can search for a
specific customer, edit an entry, or Add a new customer.

When you log in for the first time, the list is empty. If customers have
already been created, you can see the last connection established for
each customer and whether any notifications have been created.
Click on the
icon to return to the My Customers homepage
from other pages.

Start page
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3.1

Adding a new customer

When creating a new customer, a wizard guides you through the
most important settings. After successfully running the wizard, you
can adapt the configuration to your customer’s specific needs.

When creating a new customer, you need to:
•
•

•
•

enter a name to identify them.
set a password so that the so-called Installer User can
authenticate devices when they are integrated into the
network.
add applications to define services that can be accessed on
the network and prioritize traffic.
configure one or more network Locations.
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•
•
•
•
•

define the type of Internet connection available at the
locations.
add Devices for network access.
set WLAN parameters
if necessary, modify the IP address configuration for such
locations.
specify the number of devices with static and dynamic IP
addresses for each location.

Add next location lets you create additional locations. You can copy
the settings made for previous locations or manually configure the
new location.
When setting up a location, you can enable the Deny Local Breakout
option. This forces the location’s Internet traffic to access the
Internet via the VPN connection to the main office rather than
directly via the local access (see Edit Location).
Finish configuration completes wizard configuration and stores the
settings in the cloud. The global status page of the newly created
customer is displayed (the Global Network tab above the menu bar).
You can switch the view to a specific location and, if necessary,
adjust the configuration.
Once you have made all changes, the devices can be connected and
put into operation at the various locations (see On-site installation).

Adding a new customer
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3.2

Setting up a customer network

Click on a customer from the My customers summary section found
on the start page.

Locations
You can add additional locations for your customer at any time using
the Add New Location option:

3.2.1.1

Location Type Home Office

To enable employees to access the customer's company network
from a stationary home office, you can select Home Office in the
wizard when selecting the location type. The wizard then creates a
simplified configuration that can be imported into the device on site.

Setting up a customer network
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Manual on-site setup as described in Manually setting up Internet
access is also possible.

Note:
The setup of the access for a mobile employee (Mobile Office) is done
in the menu Internet > Remote Access of the main office.
When setting up a home office, the following restrictions apply due
to the simplified configuration:
Setting up a customer network
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•

•

3.2.1.2

When setting up the home office for the first time, only the
SDx1020 series devices without a DSL modem are available.
Internet access must be provided via an upstream gateway
or via an LTE connection. You can later add access points or
additional Internet access, e.g. an LTE connection for
backup.
In the home office, only one wireless network is supported.

Edit Location

When you select an existing location for editing, the menus you can
access from the status page display only the settings and devices
that are relevant for that location.
When editing the basic data of a location using the pencil icon, the
Deny Local Breakout option is of particular interest:

With this option, you can force the location’s traffic to access the
Internet via the VPN connection to the main office rather than
directly via the local access. This does not apply to data traffic from
a private network set up at the location: This traffic which is, e.g.,
generated by a guest network still does not reach the company VPN,
but is routed locally to the Internet. Voice data sent to a Cloud PBX is
also excluded.

Setting up a customer network
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In the applications overview of the location, the difference is
indicated by the VPN icon: without a ban on local breakout, only few
applications are using the VPN connection:

After activating the option, however, all company data traffic is
routed through the VPN:

Setting up a customer network
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Status
If you have successfully completed the initial configuration of a new
customer, the status page of this customer is displayed.

Note:
If a configuration has already been transferred to the devices on-site,
a warning message may appear at the top of the page to inform that
the configuration needs to be updated after changes have been
committed. If you click on Apply Configuration, the configuration is
applied to all devices (regardless of the location). You can perform
this transfer immediately, or you can set a specific time for it.
Depending on the type of configuration change, the affected devices
may perform a restart and are therefore unavailable for a short time.
On the status page, you can see the Network status of the selected
customer. You can verify that all devices have been deployed and
provisioned at all locations. The VPN status is displayed, and you
can see if there are any notifications. Clicking on a notification takes
you to the Notifications menu, or to the Network Analyzer below.
Setting up a customer network
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The latter will apply a set of filters to give you a better understanding
of the notification itself.
Under Deployment, all details for device deployment at the
respective locations are defined. You can use the Download
configuration or Send configuration options to download the
configuration of one or all devices as a file, or send it to an e-mail
address. Configuration files can be loaded into a device on-site
(meaning no additional settings are necessary).
On site, it is also possible to put a device into operation by manually
setting up the Internet connection by means of a wizard and then
integrating it into the platform using the login data of the so-called
"installer user". The device synchronizes its settings with those
stored on the platform, and the on-site installation is complete.
Under Network Analyzer, you can scan the whole customer network
(or a subnetwork thereof) from various perspectives and within a
specific period. Results are displayed in a graphic overview.
Under Global Network, found at the top of the page, you can either
select an existing location or add new locations. The menus
displayed vary depending on whether the Global Network tab
(instead of a specific location) has been selected.

Setting up a customer network
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When selecting a location, the LAN, WLAN, and Internet menus
appear.

Applications
In the Applications menu, you assign a priority for the data traffic
created by the services available across the network with the help of
predefined categories.

You can configure an application for the entire network (All
locations), for a single location, or for multiple locations.

Setting up a customer network
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Note:
An application that is configured for a specific location overwrites an
identical application that was assigned to that location by the “All
Locations” setting.
Data traffic is configured using three types of application:
•
•
•

Voice (voice data), i.e. PBX or Cloud
Corporate (company-internal data traffic), e.g. SAP
SaaS (Software as a Service), e.g. Office365 Exchange
Online.

Traffic priority determines which applications are given priority, i.e.
how the available bandwidth is distributed. For voice applications,
priority is automatically set to real-time so that, for example, there
are no delays when making voice calls.
In the Applications menu, you can edit existing entries, search for
entries, and add new ones.

3.2.3.1

Add a new application

To configure a new application, you must:
•

•

select an Application type, namely Voice (voice data),
Corporate (company-internal data traffic) or SaaS (Software
as a Service).
for Application type = Corporate, enter the name of the
application, e.g. Intranet.
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•
•
•

•
•

for Application type = SaaS, select the application from the
drop-down menu, e.g. Office365 Exchange Online.
for the application types Corporate or SaaS , select the
Traffic priority, e.g. Normal.
enter the IP address or Hostname of the server in the
network on which the application is hosted if selecting
Application type = Corporate.
specify the Ports for data traffic over TCP and UDP.
leave All Locations at its default setting if you want the
service to be available throughout the global network or
select the Locations where you want the service to be
available.

The system determines for which services traffic is routed through a
VPN. For example, a VPN is automatically used when selecting the
Voice Application type and PBX Service type (data traffic of a
telephone system) or the Corporate Application type (internal data
traffic within the company).

LAN
The LAN menu is displayed when a location is selected in the dropdown menu above the menu bar (if Global Network is selected, the
menu is not displayed). Here, you can edit existing entries, search for
entries, and add a new network.

Setting up a customer network
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3.2.4.1

Add new network

To configure a new network, you must:
•

•
•
•

•

decide whether you want to create a Private or an Interoffice
network.
An interoffice network is routed between locations via IPSec
while a private network is only available at the respective
location.
assign a name and an IP address to the network.
select or set up a VLAN; VLANs divide your network into
individual logical subnets, if necessary.
define address ranges for Static and Dynamic IP address
assignment in your network.
Note:
These two address ranges must not overlap.
Newly created networks must be assigned a port to become
active.
activate DHCP options and set the parameters for a DHCP
relay agent, if necessary.

Setting up a customer network
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3.2.4.2

Configuring Ports

A list of configured port groups is displayed in the LAN > Ports
menu.

By clicking on the
icon, or the arrow at the left of the entry, ports
are individually displayed in a list:

Setting up a customer network
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In the Configure Ports menu, you can select ports and assign them
to a network individually or in groups.

•

•
•

The Label is used to label a port.
Note:
Only one untagged network can be assigned to a port.
Under Associated networks you can define to which of the
existing networks ports are going to be assigned to.
If you enable Use 802.1x for LAN authentication, you can edit
the Server address.

Setting up a customer network
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Enter the address of the authentication server and the access data
for this port or group of ports here.

3.2.4.3

Add new VLAN

Existing VLANs are displayed in the LAN > VLAN menu.

VLANs divide your network into logical groups.

To create a new VLAN, you must
•
•
•

assign a VLAN ID.
enter a Description.
select a Tag color for a better overview.

Note:
Each VLAN must be assigned to exactly one network.

3.2.4.4

Routing

When setting up the main office, you can create static routes in the
Routing menu so that devices or services in a remote network that is
not directly connected to the be.SDx router can be made accessible.
Setting up a customer network
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The menu first displays a list of already created routes:

Use the Add new route button to create new routes:

To create a route, you must
•
•
•
•

give the route or the connected network a name.
enter the IP address at which the network can be reached.
specify the netmask of the target network.
specify the IP address of the gateway through which the
target network can be reached.
Note that this gateway must perform Network Address
Translation between the destination and source networks.

In a second step, you create an entry in the Applications menu which
specifies the IP address of the service or server in the remote
network and provides corresponding QoS functions for connections
to this network.

Setting up a customer network
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Note
To give an IPSec client access to a network accessible via routing, this
network must be added to the IPSec client setup in the Internet >
Remote Access menu. You may need to make the IPSec profile
available to the employee once again.

WLAN
The WLAN menu sets up and edits a wireless network. It is displayed
when a location is selected in the menu bar (if Global Network is
selected, the menu is not displayed).

3.2.5.1

Wireless networks

Select the location for which you want to set up a WLAN. Go to the
WLAN > Wireless Networks menu.
Wireless networks that already exist are displayed in the summary.
You can edit the existing entries and add new ones.
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Click on the Add New Network button.

The following options to add a new network are available:
General Information
•
•
•

The Network name (SSID) of the wireless network. This is
visible to WLAN clients.
A Description for this SSID - this only serves internal
administration purposes and is hidden from other devices.
You can select one of the networks created in the LAN
menu. If you create a VLAN configuration there, you can
separate WLAN traffic from other network traffic.

Options
•
•
•

Hidden network: This option ensures that this network is not
open to WLAN clients for selection.
Intra-cell repeating: This option allows clients connected to
this SSID to exchange data with each other.
Guest Network: Here you can define this wireless network as
a separate guest network. To do this, you must create a
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separate network for this purpose in the LAN menu and
assign it to the wireless network using the Network option.
Security
•

•

•

The following mechanisms can be selected as Mode to
secure WLAN data traffic
o None
o WPA-PSK
o WPA Enterprise.
WPA can be applied in different versions, available as WPA
modes:
o WPA
o WPA2
o WPA/WPA2.
The WPA cipher / WPA2 cipher option specifies the
encryption you want to use for WPA:
o TKIP
o AES
o TKIP/AES.
The use of TKIP is not recommended as this encryption
method must be considered insecure and is only available
for compatibility reasons.

•
•

WPA password: You must set a password! Otherwise, data
transfer within this SSID takes place without encryption.
When using WPA Enterprise, access to the wireless network
is controlled via a RADIUS server. Enter the IP address and
Password of the RADIUS server (only for WPA Enterprise).

MAC control
•

Whitelist mode - Entries in the white list are not blocked.

Note:
If you activate the whitelist mode, but the list is empty, access to the
network is impossible.
Setting up a customer network
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Activate the Whitelist Mode option. Click on Edit MAC Filter List to
add a MAC address.

o
o

Enter the MAC address and description of the client
you want to grant access to.
Click on Save.

Client management

•

In the Max. Clients (soft/hard limit) fields, enter the number
of clients that can connect to this wireless network. The Soft
limit specifies the number of clients whose login attempts
are initially prevented. If a client repeats its request, it is still
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•

admitted. As soon as the Hard limit is reached, no more
clients are allowed.
Under Band Steering, you can move clients from the band
originally selected to one that is less busy. You can disable
the function or select one of the two frequency bands
available (2.4 GHz or 5 GHz). Clients will then be moved to
this band, where possible.

Traffic management
In this section, you set up the distribution of the available bandwidth
in this WLAN:
•

•

Activate SNR Management to specify the Threshold and
Grace time parameters.
Since clients with bad connections may slow the wireless
network down for all clients, you can use the Threshold
(dbm) parameter to define a threshold value for a client’s
signal level:
o Specify the lower RSSI threshold in dBm. If this value
is undershot for longer than the specified grace time,
the access point stops the communication with the
affected client.
o Enter the timeout in seconds during which the data
transfer rate may fall below the RSSI threshold
without the client being excluded from
communications.
The Data Rate Trimming option allows you to enhance
WLAN performance as needed. You can block low data
transfer rates to enforce the use of higher rates. Similarly, to
what happens when an RSSI Threshold is applied, this may
help increase the network’s overall performance.
o 2.4GHz band: (All (min. 1Mbit/s), min. 6Mbit/s, min.
12Mbit/s, min. 24Mbit/s)
o 5GHz band: (All (Min. 6Mbit/s), 12Mbit/s, Min.
24Mbit/s)
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Note:
If you use Data rate trimming, older clients may not be able to connect
to the network because they may not support the selected data rates.
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3.2.5.2

Radio profiles

A summary of all radio profiles created is displayed in the WLAN >
Radio profiles menu. You can edit the existing entries and add a new
radio profile.

Click on the New radio profile button.

Setting up a customer network
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To add a new Radio profile, you must:
•
•
•
•

enter a description for the radio profile.
select a Frequency band, 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz.
in Wireless mode, select the wireless standard to be used.
select whether the data traffic is to be transmitted with a
Bandwidth of 20, 40 or 80 MHz

Moreover, you have the following options:
•

•
•
•

•

•

3.2.5.3

Channel Plan
In the 2.4 GHz frequency band: Global Mode, ETSI Mode, User
defined
In the 5 GHz frequency band: Indoor (without weather
channels), Indoor – No DFS/TPC, Outdoor (without weather
channels), User defined
When selecting User defined, it is necessary to select one or
more channels (in the 2.4 GHz band: 1 - 13; in the 5 GHz
band: 36 - 140).
Beacon period: Enter the time in milliseconds between the
sending of two beacons.
DTIM period: Enter the interval for the Delivery Traffic
Indication Message (DTIM).
To automatically search for neighboring or rogue access
points on the network at regular intervals, activate the
Background Scan function.
The Airtime Fairness function ensures that sender resources
belonging to the access point are distributed wisely among
connected clients.
Activate the Short Guard Interval function to shorten the
Guard Interval from 800 ns to 400 ns to increase the
maximum data rate. In less than optimal conditions, this
may, however, lead to an increase in packet errors.

Access points

The WLAN > Access Points menu displays the list of configured
access points (or routers with WLAN support). Access points are
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added in the Devices menu. Hover your cursor over the
the current configuration of an access point.

to display

Click on the Actions button to copy an existing configuration, to
paste it (i.e. to assign it to at least one device) or remove the
configuration from a device. These options allow a fast management
of existing configurations and devices.
If you want to assign a configuration to several devices, you must:
•
•
•
•
•

Select a device.
If no configuration has been assigned to the device, click on
the
icon and assign a configuration.
Under Actions, copy the configuration of the device.
Select the devices to which you want to assign this
configuration.
Assign (paste) this configuration under Actions.
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You can edit an access point by clicking on the

symbol:

WLAN access point configuration looks as follows:
•

•
•

•

The access point configuration is displayed. Using the
Actions button, you can create a new configuration by
selecting New Configuration.
You can change the Name of the configuration template as
well as its Description.
You can select the LED mode: normal, minimum, or off. For
information on the status indicators, refer to the manual of
the device in use.
SSID allows for all wireless networks set up in the WLAN >
Wireless Networks menu to be selected. Assign one of them
to the access point.
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•

•

With Radio module 1/2, you assign one or more radio
profiles to the configuration template. This depends on the
number of radio modules provided by the specific access
point.
TX Power (dBm) shows the current transmit power. You can
select a different transmission power: 5 dBm to 23 dBm.

Notifications
The Notifications menu allows you to specify the events that will
generate a notification on a given priority level. The number of
current notifications is also displayed on the Status page.

3.2.6.1

List

The Notifications > List menu displays all messages pertaining to
the selected customer that involve the entire network (Global
Network) or specific locations (depending on the option selected in
the dropdown list).

You can filter the Notifications list by choosing a predefined period
(Last hour, Today, Last 24 hours, Last week and Last month) or by
entering the start date and end date. Moreover, you can search for a
specific notification. If you activate Display Archived Notifications,
older notifications also become available.
By clicking on a message, detailed information appears, and you
have the option of adding a comment (if necessary).
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3.2.6.2

Rules

In the Notifications > Rules menu, the rules according to which
notifications are generated are displayed.

You can edit existing rules and add new ones. The summary allows
you to individually activate or deactivate the rules displayed.
To offer a better summary, rules are divided into categories. After
selecting a Category, you can select the desired Rule.

To create a new Notification rule, you must
•
•
•

•

select a Category.
select a Rule.
select a Trigger that determines the conditions under which
the rule matches, if necessary. Usually, a threshold value is
used in combination with a period during which this value
may not be exceeded or undercut.
specify the Locations and Devices the rule will apply to.
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•
•

Note:
If a rule is applied to all locations, it must also be applied to all
devices. If a rule is applied to a specific device, the device
location must be selected first under Locations.
select a Priority.
specify whether an E-mail notification is to be sent when the
event occurs and, if so, to which e-mail address(es).

Devices
The Devices of the selected customer are displayed in the summary.

Under Actions, you can perform different operations on the selected
devices:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

restart device(s)
update the firmware
replace device(s) - You replace a device on-site with one of
the same type, the configuration on the platform remains the
same.
Block or unblock a device.
remove device(s) – You remove the device from the
customer’s network and reset the configuration.
select nothing
select all.
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The above actions allow you to configure and manage many devices
in one step, simplifying and speeding up your work.
Note:
You can perform a firmware upgrade on multiple devices in one step if
these devices use the same firmware image.
To update the firmware, you must
•
•
•
•
•

Select one device or select multiple devices with the same
firmware image.
Click on Actions > Update Firmware
Under Update Firmware, select the firmware for the update.
Under Scheduling, select whether the firmware should be
updated as soon as possible or at a specific time.
If necessary, set the date and time for the update.

Click on the desired entry to display details about this device.

in addition to the other Actions, you can renew the pre-shared key for
establishing the VPN connection of this device.
The Block function is useful for troubleshooting and quick firmware
updates. When a device is locked, it only accepts requests from the
controller. This ensures that you can unlock it again.
Use the Enable SSH connection button to allow a temporary SSH
connection by a temporary user (with read permissions) and a
password for an internet interface. This connection can be used for
support and troubleshooting. You can specify the time frame for the
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connection and, if necessary, also set the source IP address and port
to further restrict access. The connection is terminated either
manually or by the timer expiring. In both cases, the temporarily
created user is deleted.

After the time set for the connection has elapsed, it is
unconditionally disconnected. This prevents security issues that
could arise, for example, from incompletely terminated sessions.
By selecting Edit device, you can change the device or type name,
add notes and an image for identification.
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3.2.7.1

Adding a new device

Click on Add new device to create a new device.

To add a new device, you need to:
•
•

•
•
•

assign a Name
select a Location - this option is available when you add a
device in the Global Network view. Since there can only be
one router per location, this Type of device may not be
available
select Automatic authorization or Authorization by e-mail
(see Authorization at the platform)
select the Type of device, e.g., router
select a device Model.

If you choose Authorization by email, an authorization link will be
sent to the email address you provide.
You can also add notes and an image.
Note:
If the new device is a router, you must configure its ports in the LAN >
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Ports menu. Otherwise, you will receive a corresponding message on
the status page.

3.2.7.2

Exceptions

The Exceptions button allows you to view and edit a list of devices
that are currently blocked for deployment.
Exceptions from provisioning are required if you want to replace or
remove a device that is set up for automatic authorization and
provisioning. In this case, the controller will not provision the
corresponding device, even if it requests a configuration.
All devices that are removed at a site (whether through replacement
or permanent removal) are initially added to the list of exceptions for
automatic provisioning. If a new device is then provisioned at a site,
it is ensured that it is correctly managed by the platform.
Depending on the Device menu in which you call the function, only
the devices that are locked for the current location or - in the Global
Network menu - all locked devices with the associated location
information are displayed. Similarly, in the menu of a specific
location, you can lock devices only for that location, and in the Global
Network menu, you can select one or more locations.

Note
Devices that are removed from a location using the Replace or
Remove action are automatically added to the list for the
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corresponding location. If you want to deploy such a device again, you
must first remove it from the list.

Internet
The Internet menu is displayed when a location is selected at the
upper menu bar (if Global Network is selected, the menu is not
displayed). In the Internet menu, configure the Internet access for
the location selected.

3.2.8.1

Lines

In the Internet > Lines menu, you can add new connections and edit
existing ones.
The type of Internet connection is determined by the Type
parameter:
•
•
•
•

xDSL (DSL Digital Subscriber Line; xDSL is a collective term
for the various DSL standards)
SFP (Small Form-factor Pluggable, i.e. transmission via
optical fiber)
Ethernet
3G/LTE (mobile radio standard).

To configure a new connection, you must
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•
•
•

select the Type of line, namely xDSL, SFP, Ethernet or
3G/LTE.
select the Country, e.g. Germany.
select the Carrier, e.g. Deutsche Telekom.

A predefined profile is displayed for the selected carrier. Normally,
you can leave these settings at their default values.
If you have received a Username and Password from your carrier,
you must enter these parameters here.
The Expected bandwidth in MBit/s option is also preset according to
the type of Internet connection selected. The uploading and
downloading values are required for QoS (Quality of Service), i.e. for
the distribution of the available bandwidth among the services used
(see Applications). These values need to be adjusted according to
the performance of your internet connection.
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In the Internet > Backup menu, you can specify settings for a backup
connection. This connection is used when the primary Internet
connection fails.

If you have created at least two connections under Internet > Lines
and one of them is a 3G/LTE connection, you can configure a backup
connection.
Under Internet > Backup, you must activate the Enable backup
option and select the desired line.
Note:
Only 3G/LTE connections can be used as backup lines.
Load balancing for multiple Internet connections
If you have created more than one Internet access, data to be
transferred are automatically distributed among the active
connections. If the connection assigned to a data stream is
interrupted, the assignment changes to an available connection.
Load balancing does not require configuration.
Note
Connections that are set up as backups are not included in this load
distribution. They are only used if no standard connection is available.
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3.2.8.2

Rules

In the Internet > Rules menu, you can configure additional Internet
access parameters.

The following areas are available:
•
•

•

Main Office Access: Add public IP / Hostname (only for
main office locations)
DNS server
You can set up two individual DNS servers, one primary and
one secondary.
DynDNS
With DynDNS, a service ensures that a network can always
be reached via the same domain name. You can configure
this service here.
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•

We recommend using the “Free dynamic DSN service” of noip.com.
Port Forwarding
Here, you can configure port forwarding rules by choosing
Add Port Forwarding Rule. These rules verify that
connections arriving at a certain router port are directed to a
specific port belonging to a specific host inside your
network.

Note about DynDNS
For the main office you enter the host name of the public IP address
accessible via DynDNS under Main Office Access, for the branch
offices you can enter the host name directly during the configuration
of the DynDNS provider.
The following DynDNS services have been successfully tested:
• "Free dynamic DNS" from no-ip.com
• dyndnsfree.de.
The platform supports one DynDNS account per router.
A branch office must be able to connect to the main office in order to
establish the VPN between the locations. If the Internet access of the
main office is made directly without an upstream gateway, it is
sufficient to enter the IP address or the host name of the main office
under Main Office Access.
If Internet access is provided via an upstream gateway, you must
ensure that connections on UDP ports 500 and 4500 are forwarded
to the be.SDx device of the main office. If the branch office also
accesses the Internet through an upstream gateway, port forwarding
does not need to be configured there because the branch office
initiates the IPSec connection.
Note
If the be.SDx devices are behind a strictly configured firewall or web
filter, make sure that the following addresses can be reached:
- portal.besdx.com
- discover1.cloudnetmanager.com.
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3.2.8.3

Remote Access

In the Remote Access menu, you can give employees access to the
company network via an IPSec client installed on a mobile device or
PC. The setup is done in two sections.
1. Global Settings
In the Global Settings you define the interface at which
incoming IPSec connections are accepted, which IP
addresses are internally assigned to the clients and which
key is used to secure the connection.

2. Add new IPSec client
Then, for each employee who is to have access to the
company network, you define the settings with which they
must authenticate themselves and to which network they are
allowed to access.
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Use the Actions button above the list of configured IPSec clients to
perform the following actions:
•
•
•

•

Delete
Disconnect - the connection of a client currently connected
to the corporate network is disconnected.
Download VPN profile file - you can download a configuration
file for the bintec elmeg Secure Client, which the employee
can import. This eliminates the need for a time-consuming
setup of the IPSec client.
Send VPN profile file - You can send the configuration file to
the stored e-mail address of the employee.

Note
Employees can only create one active IPSec connection with one
configuration entry. To maintain several connections at the same
time, a corresponding number of entries is required. Otherwise, when
a second connection is established, the already existing one becomes
inactive.

Customer administration
The following information about the currently selected customer is
displayed in the Customer Management > Info menu:
•
•
•

Company
Email
Notes.
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You can change this information or delete the selected customer.
Furthermore, you can renew the pre-shared keys of all VPN
connections of this customer in this menu. In doing so, all existing
VPN tunnels will be temporarily interrupted, the configurations of the
routers will be adjusted and then distributed to them again so that
the connections can be re-established.
Note:
To delete a customer, you first have to remove all active and inactive
devices of this customer from the database. All cloud configurations
are deleted, and no backup is possible.
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User
All currently configured users are displayed in the Manage Users
summary. You can search for, edit, or delete existing users, as well
as add new ones.

User
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4.1

Adding a new user

To create a new user, you must
•
•

enter the new user's Name, Surname and E-mail address.
define the user’s permissions:
o A user with Admin rights can perform all actions
supported by the system.
Note:
Take special care when assigning admin rights,
because a user with admin rights can create or delete
other administrators, among other things.
Please note that admin rights always apply to all
customers and cannot be restricted to individual
customers.
o A user with User privileges can change network
configurations but cannot manage other users.
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Read only means that a user can view, but not
change, network configurations.
specify the customers the user can manage.
if necessary, select the option Enable two-factor
authentication (see below for further explanation)
o

•
•

Add creates the new user and displays it in the Manage Users
summary.
Two-Factor Authentication
If you activate two-factor authentication for a user, the user must
synchronize an application for generating an additional one-time
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password (e.g. Google or Microsoft Authenticator) with the be.SDx
platform before the first or the next login:
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If the application has been successfully synchronized with the
platform, this will be indicated accordingly in the user administration.
Here you can also enforce a renewal of the synchronization:

Note
After synchronization of the Authenticator app, the user must enter a
one-time password created by the app each time he or she logs in.
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On-site installation
There are two methods to install a router at a location: via an easyto-use web interface, you (or a customer employee) can either load a
configuration file previously exported from the be.SDx platform into
the router or configure Internet access by means of a wizard. Once
connected to be.SDx, all that remains to be done is to authorize the
router on the platform using the "Installer User" credentials and load
the final configuration.
Note:
An access point or switch can be put into operation on-site without
this procedure. These devices automatically gain access to the be.SDx
platform via the router.
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5.1

Cabling

The correct cabling depends on the router model to be installed and
on the Internet connection available on site. For more information,
refer to the manual of the respective router.

SDx1020 Series
Depending on the model, devices of this series can establish an
Internet connection via xDSL, Ethernet (RJ45 or SFP) or LTE
(SDx1020x-4G..):

•
•

A - Internet access via Ethernet for connection to an existing
access router or modem.
B - xDSL- direct access via DSL connection.

For Internet access via LTE, a SIM card must be installed. Refer to
the router manual for information.

SDx3020 Series
Depending on the model, devices of this series can establish an
Internet connection via xDSL, Ethernet (RJ45 or SFP) or LTE
(SDx3020x-4G..):

•

Cabling

A - Internet access via Ethernet for connection to an existing
access router or modem.
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•

B - xDSL- direct access via DSL connection.

For Internet access via LTE, a SIM card must be installed. Refer to
the router manual for information.

SDx5020 Series
Depending on the model, devices of this series can establish an
Internet connection via xDSL or Ethernet (RJ45 or SFP):

•
•

Cabling

A - Internet access via Ethernet for connection to an existing
access router or modem.
B - xDSL- direct access via DSL connection.
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5.2

Importing a Configuration File

On each customer’s be.SDx home page, you can download
configuration files for their locations once the cloud setup is
complete. If you make these files available to the customer or his
local employee, they only need to import the file associated with the
location in order to take the router into operation. Once the device is
authenticated on the platform, it synchronizes its configuration and
is then displayed as Active.
On-site, the following procedure must be observed:

Calling the installation interface
Since the local router is not yet integrated into the network, connect
a PC to one of the LAN ports so that the PC receives an IP address
via DHCP. If you then open a web browser, you will automatically be
redirected to the Installation Wizard home page.
Do not connect a router in an ex-works state to an existing network.
Since a DHCP server is active on the device at this time, this can lead
to network problems.
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Logging in is not necessary, as you immediately see a summary of
the available connections:

Green ports are available for connecting to the internet, white ones
are not.
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Uploading a configuration file
Selecting the Start deployment by uploading a file option takes you
to the next step:

Select the appropriate configuration file. To be able to load the file
into the router, it must be available as a TXT file. If you have a ZIP
file, unpack it before uploading.
If the imported configuration does not allow for an Internet
connection, you can choose whether to automatically reset the
router to its factory settings or perform this step manually (see
Resetting to factory settings). Activate the Manual option to avoid an
undesired reset if the router into which the file is imported has not
reached its final location yet.
Click on Upload - the configuration file is now transferred. If the
transfer completes correctly, click on Save & Restart. The router
restarts in order to activate the configuration and to connect to the
platform.
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5.3

Manually setting up Internet access

Instead of importing a configuration file, you can also establish the
Internet connection manually by means of the installation wizard.
Select the Start manual deployment option found on the start page.
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Selecting the connection type
Depending on the hardware configuration of the router you are
installing, you can connect to the Internet in different ways:

Select the type of connection that applies to the location and click on
Connect.

5.3.1.1

Internet access via DSL

If you want to access the Internet over a DSL connection, you only
need to enter a few pieces of information:
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Select one of the predefined providers here and enter their login
data.
If you want to define a custom provider, the wizard switches to
advanced setup mode. In this case, you should provide additional
information for installation purposes.
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5.3.1.2

Internet access via LTE

If the router to be installed has an LTE modem and a SIM card in
place, you can also connect to the Internet using LTE:

Here, you must enter the connection data belonging to your LTE
provider. You will find the relevant information in your mobile data
contract.
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5.3.1.3

Internet access via Ethernet

Finally, you can also connect to the Internet using an upstream
modem or router that already exists on-site. In most cases, the
configuration of the router to be installed is carried out via DHCP:

Simply select the country of installation and then the Generic (DHCP)
value under Carrier. The router immediately attempts to obtain a
configuration via DHCP.
If a more complex configuration is required, you can switch to
advanced setup mode. In this case, you should provide more
information for installation purposes.
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Authorization at the platform
As soon as the router has successfully connected to the Internet, it
also connects to the be.SDx platform. Click on Continue and you can
authorize it by entering the login details of the installer user and
clicking on Login.

Now select the location where you are currently performing the
installation. Only those locations are available for which the current
router model has been configured.
If the platform provides for automatic authorization, no further action
is required. If you have selected authorization by e-mail, an
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authorization link will be sent to the e-mail address you have
specified.

Retrieving the final configuration
Once the router has successfully logged on to the platform, the
configuration is synchronized to ensure that it is operating with the
latest settings. Click on Install configuration. The router downloads
the configuration and any available software updates from the
platform; then it restarts again and activates the new configuration:

The router is now displayed as managed on the be.SDx platform.
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5.4

Potential errors and troubleshooting

Internet connection not available

Click on Retry to launch a new connection attempt. Click on Back to
change any necessary parameters and then launch a new connection
attempt.
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Deployment Process Failed

Check your network connection status. If you click on Retry, the
deployment process is restarted. If the error persists, contact your
dealer.
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Incomplete Configuration after a rollback (Manual Deployment)

When you click on Retry, the Check Connectivity page opens. As
soon as an Internet connection is available, the be.SDx platform URL
is opened in a new tab in order to review and manually fix the
configuration problems. If necessary, contact our support team
before restarting the deployment process.
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Incomplete configuration after a rollback (when importing a file)

If you click on Retry, the Welcome page opens. You can either reload
a configuration file or configure it manually.
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5.5

Reverting to factory settings

Sometimes, restoring factory settings may be necessary. To do this,
turn off the router and keep the RESET button pressed while
switching it back on. Release the RESET button before the STATUS
LED stops flashing (after approx. three seconds).
Please note
If a device is reset to factory settings on site, you may have to make
a change to the settings on the be.SDx platform.
Each device authenticates itself on the platform using a certificate
which is created when the device is first put into operation and then
stored on the router and the platform. The reset deletes this
certificate on the router so that it can no longer log on to the
platform to synchronize with the settings made there. Depending on
how you put the router back into operation on site after the reset, this
state will be corrected in different ways:
•

•

You can put the router back into operation by manually
setting up Internet access: In this case, the certificate is
recreated and synchronized with the platform so that the
router can be operated as before and is correctly displayed
on the platform.
You import a previously saved configuration file: In this case,
the certificate will not be restored, and the router will be
displayed as "not provisioned" on the platform. If the
configuration matches the local environment, the router will
function, but will not be able to synchronize with the
platform.

In the second case, you can heal the situation by calling up the
Devices menu on the platform and performing the Replacement
action for the affected router. This causes the router and the
platform to exchange certificates again, and the device can be
managed as expected.
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Note
You can also completely re-provision a device that has been reset on
site using the Remove action on the platform. However, you will need
to reconfigure it on the platform, which is not necessary when using
the Replace option.
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